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Posted on Jun 5, in Venice 0 comments Mysterious Venice: The Most Serene Republic of Venice made the
ideal background for books or films brimming with secrets, and it saw some of its real intrigues turned into
spy stories. Individuals like Casanova became symbols of the passions created by lies and trickery. The alley
is found near the Church of San Giovanni in Bragora and, as the story goes, people who were condemned to
death by the Council of Ten were tricked into coming here to be killed. Today, it would be considered
government-sanctioned murder. This was also the only location where gambling was permitted. The Republic
granted him the license, with two conditions: In San Lio, in the area known as Castello, beside the Church of
Santa Maria della Fava, a skull protrudes from an external column, a factor which has contributed to this area
having a rather grim reputation. Even some of the most fascinating buildings in Venice have not been able to
escape gossip and supposed curses. Whether the owners were famous or unknown, Italian or foreigners, they
usually came to a bad end after buying the residence. The Barbaro family went bankrupt shortly after
purchasing it. The Englishman Radon Brown lost his fortune and committed suicide in together with his lover.
The murderer then fled to London, where he himself was murdered. At the end of the s, the building was
acquired by the financier Raul Gardini, who was later implicated in the Tangentopoli government corruption
scandal and committed suicide in If you are feeling reckless, and have several million euros to spare, this may
just be the house for you. Locals also talk about vindictive ghosts who live inside the so-called Ghost Hall. It
is an elegant building from the s that is found along the foundations of Gasparo Contarini in the Cannaregio
area, and that faces the island of San Michele, where the cemetery is located. At one time, this was the site of
cultural meetings and philosophical debates, but its reputation deteriorated, for reasons that are not entirely
clear. Perhaps it is the setting, exposed to fog, wind, and the noise of the sea, which gives the impression of
being in contact with the spirit world. At one time, there were various areas of the city where you were in
danger of being assaulted, robbed or the victim of revenge. To prevent ambushes or murders at night, the
government of the Republic of Venice first ordered that the alleyways had to be illuminated by small lanterns
that would be lighted by the parish priests. In the s, the government decided that everyone moving about at
night had to carry a lamp or, in the case of nobility, have servants carrying lamps. Then in the s, street lamps
were installed that made the city safer at night. There are other more salacious aspects of the city emerging
from the maze of alleys in Rialto, involving the so-called Bosom Bridge. It gets its name from a decree issued
by the Senate that forced the prostitutes who worked in the area, at the castelleto, to sit topless on the
windowsills of their homes with their legs hanging out, in order to attract customers. In the s, many men were
convicted for this crime and sentenced to be hung between two columns in St.
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Venetian Legends And Ghost Stories has 84 ratings and 6 reviews. Joe said: The most interesting thing about this book
is that it is not simply a collecti.

Venetian Legends and Ghost Stories A guide to the places of mystery in Venice A journey into a fantastic,
dark and magic Venice, through a myriad of Venetian facts and curiosities that are perhaps too soon forgotten.
An unusual guide, that offers a new way to visit the city, a compelling and suggestive tour along a narrative
thread that brings ghosts, demons, treacherous witches, good fairies, evil creatures and monsters to life there
where reality and imagination cross paths, in the history of Venice, and in the language of myth: Between one
story and another, notes on the history and the life of Venice, to satisfy even the most curious visitors. The
book, illustrated by the photographs of Vito Vecellio and the maps of the itineraries, includes the names of so
many of the personalities that have contributed to the history of the Serenissima: It has twice been on the
best-seller list. Here are two excerpts from the book: The Beggar and the Levantine Cesco Pizzigani was one
of the most talented Venetian stonecutters of his time. The patient nursing with which her husband lovingly
tried to save her life proved useless. He even sold his shop so that she might have every possible cure.
Completely ruined, and totally overwhelmed by the loss of his beloved, Cesco ended up begging for several
years at the foot of the portal of the Scuola Grande which he himself had helped to build. Every once in a
while, he would secretly take an old nail and amuse himself at exercising his old profession on the sides of the
portal, engraving the profiles of the ships which loaded and unloaded their wares on the great steps of the
campo every day. At that time, there lived close by a woman who had had a son by a Levantine, a Jew who
had become a Turikish subject and who, as an international merchant enjoyed the rights bestowed upon
foreign residents. Like his peers, he lived on the island of the Giudecca. Now the son â€” who lived with his
father and like him dressed in Turkish fashion â€” often came to visit his mother. But he used to beat her
violently, taking out on her the inner conflict he felt: But one night the situation got out of hand. In a fit of
rage such as he had never felt before, the young man stabbed his mother and literally tore her heart out of her
chest. Blinded by his anger and terrified by what he had done, he dropped the knife and fled, holding the poor
martyred heart in his hand. He ran towards the bridge in front of the Scuola,, but tripped on the first step and
fell, losing his grip. The heart rolled to the ground, stopped and from it a voice cried: Cesco, like every night,
had been asleep under the portal. He witnessed the scene and decided to immortalize it in his own way, by
scratching it into the marble. Today on the portal, beside the profiles of the ships, you can still see a figure
with a large turban on his head, holding a human heart in one hand. The heart of a mother. But the gondolas
were right behind him and by the time he realized it , it was too late. Despite the heavy fog, the rescue efforts
began immediately and continued through the night. Several hours after the accident Maria Toso Bullo was
sighted by vaporetto number 6, clinging to a post. She was taken straight to Murano, but died within minutes.
The lifeless bodies of Lia Toso Borella and Amalia Padovan Vistosi were found the next morning in the stern
of the gondola. No trace was found of Teresa Sandon or Giuseppina Gabriel Carmelo, a little girl, swallowed
up by the waters. In September , ten months after the tragedy, Teresa Sandon appeared to her sister in a dream:
The scarf around her neck allowed her to be identified: Little Giuseppina Gabriel Carmelo was never found.
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Remember the poor young baker San Marco The history of Venice is intertwined with that of San Marco, to
the point that the city has made him as its patron saint celebrated every year on April 25, on the occasion of
his death in the year 68 in Alexandria, Egypt. The first meeting point was when Marco traveling from
Ravenna to Aquileia, was caught in a terrible storm and took refuge in a small island, San Francesco della
Vigna, then uninhabited, of the Venetian lagoon. Here he dreamed of an angel who greeted him with the
famous phrase "pax tibi Marce evangelista meu" and promised him that he would sleep in those places waiting
for the end of time. Fictional was the story of the theft of the body from Alexandria to Venice that took place
in the year Two venetian sailors, Rustico da Torcello and Buono da Malamocco, took possession of the body
and concealed under quarters of pork, knowing full well that none of the Muslim religion would never
inspected a similar load. The scene is depicted in a mosaic in the Basilica of San Marco, in the right aisle. A
first miracle was accomplished by San Marco on his way to Venice, when he appeared in a dream to a friar
aboard the same ship to warn of the impending storm that would be unleashed. The arrival of the relics in
Venice took place on 31 January in the same place of his vision of many centuries before, and the Doge
Partecipazio Justinian declared him patron of the city, using the winged lion and the word "pax tibi Marce
evangelist meu" as a symbol of city. Only reappeared centuries later in under mysterious circumstances. To
facilitate the discovery of the relics, were carried out three days of fasting and prayers. On the occasion of the
Mass celebrated by the Bishop of consecration and dedication of the Basilica to the saint, a marble slab it
broke, revealing the chest containing the relics. The remains were then taken and placed in a secret crypt
where else, once again they were untraceable. The ritrovamente occurred only in in the crypt where they still
lie. Back to top The bud of San Marco Venetian tradition is that man gives to his beloved on the day of San
Marco on April 25, a red rose bud symbol of eternal love. The legend tells that Mary, daughter of the Doge
Partecipazio was madly in love with the young troubadour Tancredi, of modest origin. To overcome the
obstacle of social difference and crown their dream of love, the young Mary suggested to Tancredi leaving for
the war against the Moors in Spain alongside the Emperor Charlemagne, hoping to return to Venice received
with full honors as champion of the Christian faith against the infidels. Tancredi distinguished himself in war,
fighting with valor and courage, and the news that arrived in Venice cheered Mary on the goodness of his
decision. But one day Tancredi was mortally wounded and fell, bathed with his blood a rose garden, painting
it red. While dying, Tancredi was able to pick up a rosebud handed to Orlando with the promise to take him
home to his beloved. And Orlando kept his promise, arrived in Venice gave the flower to Mary, who received
him without saying a word. The young retired to his room where he was found dead the day after the day of
St. Mark, April 25, with the rosebud close to his chest. Back to top The damn column It is said myth? Only the
third on the side that faces the lagoon is the Damn Column. Back to top Columns of San Marco and San
Todaro In , Venice, in return for military aid through the use of their galleys, got in return from Constantinople
three huge monolithic granite columns that were brought to his homeland on the ships. During the landing, a
ship tipped over and a column fell into the sea and sank in the mud. The remaining two columns were left to
lie on the ground for about a hundred years waiting for someone was be able to erect. He used a property of
hemp ropes, which, wet tend to increase in diameter and decrease in length. Thus, fixing the base of the
columns and using hemp ropes of length always lower, was able to erect the two columns. In return for this
service, he received from the Serenissima, the possibility of keeping a bench of dice game in town, activity
hitherto strictly prohibited. The Venetian government granted this possibility, but only in the space between
the two columns, a place normally used for executions. He hoped thus to discourage what he had to concede.
The place was in fact avoided by the Venetians for superstitious reasons. Those condemned to death, looking
at the clock tower, saw as last thing, the hour of their death Back to top The Lion of St. Mark On the columns
of Barattieri mentioned in the previous paragraph, were hoisted the statues of San Todaro Theodore and of the
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Lion of St. Mark, and from that moment became a symbol of the city. To be precise, the Lion in the top of the
column is not a lion, but probably a mythological figure of chimera where, later, were added to the wings. The
Lion, the symbolic representation of Mark the Evangelist, patron saint of the city, has been used as a symbol
in all the places where Venetians arrived. Sometimes the book is opened and bears the Latin inscription "Pax
tibi Marce evangelista meu", while other times it was represented with a closed book. The enigma is soon
revealed, in time of peace the book was opened, while the book closed, according to the popular version,
symbolized the wartime. Back to top Remember the poor young baker On the south side of the Basilica of
Saint Mark who looks at the columns of San Marco and San Todaro, from dusk to dawn, two lights are lit,
replacing of two red tealights used in the past. They are the memory of one of the saddest miscarriages of
justice perpetrated by the Venetian Republic in its long history. At the beginning of a young baker fornareto in
Venetian named Pietro Tasca found a corpse lying on the floor near the Bridge of the Assassins whose name
was already an omen. Naively picked up the dagger covered in blood that was on the floor, making himself
caught by the gendarmes who were passing at the time. It was the body of Count Alvise Guoro. The young
man was subjected to torture, such as the custom of the time, and he was coerced to provide a false confession.
Was executed on the morning of 22 March As soon as the sentence was carried out, it was discovered the real
culprit, Count Lorenzo Barbo confessed to being the author of the murder. From that day were lit the two
tealights in front of the spot where stood the gallows.
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4: Private walking city activity listening legends and ghost stories of Venice
Tales of Venetian legends, superstitions and untimely deaths, an evening walking tour covering the suggestive and
hidden areas of the city.

Private walking city activity listening legends and ghost stories of Venice highlights: Discover the hidden,
darker side of Venice with this Private Tour of Murders and Misteries Ghost legends, mysterious deaths,
secrets and mysteries Let the histories of the ancient Venetian nobility enchant you Get lost in the labyrinths
and in the quite alleys of nocturnal, dark Venice Live an horror adventure among mysteries, public executions
and asylums Description: Let your guide make you discover the hidden side of Venice, while the ghosts of the
past get back on the night-time streets, and the dark, scary legends about the city become true. The traditional
Venice, rich in monuments and arts, will change into a spirit and shadows town under your eyes. The Dark
Side of Venice A private walking tour, at night, along with all the streets of the town. No light, no sun, the
dark prevails and the black dominates the landscape. A guide will lead you into the labyrinth of Venetian
streets, along the strict alleys of the city, where the shadows rise and fall and your steps echo. Here, you will
discover the dark side of Venice, passing through less known streets, where the secrets of a spectral past seem
to be back knocking at the door. Dark Legends The metropolitan legends concerning Venice cannot be
counted, and some of them are really disturbing. The first among them is certainly the one concerning the
public executions in Piazza San Marco, where the path walked by the dead sentenced men was like a ritual,
providing both an example and penance. The stages were marked by sign coming from the Holy Land.
Mysterious Venice So here you are, walking along the most hidden and isolated streets of the town, with the
spirits fluctuating at your side, together with the ghosts of murdered women dressed in white, that are believed
to get around in the darkness. It is the time to discover the mysterious stories of the hidden treasures of Venice
, the mystical architectural structures, with their symbolic and disturbing appearance. You will learn the
terrifying story of a cruel murder, a body that was found head-less and a head floating in the Grand Canal,
where everybody could see it. And finally, the mystery concerning the last fire at the Grand Teatro Della
Fenice , which burnt and destroyed everything of the world-known Venetian Theatre. Among the phantoms of
the opera, creepy and disturbing secrets, terrifying stories and dreadful murders, you will discover the scariest,
more threating Venice. This is a walking tour of the center of Venice. The exact itinerary depends on the
period; anyway, you will visit some of the most important attractions of the center of Venice, including St.
Marks Square and Teatro La Fenice. Tips optional Meeting point: Meeting point information and local
telephone numbers at your destination are included on your Confirmation Voucher. We suggest wearing
comfortable shoes and clothes. Confirmation will be received within 48 hours of booking, subject to
availability. Once your booking is confirmed we will email you a voucher. This is your ticket and proof of
purchase.
5: Mysteries of Venice, myths and legends of Venice - Venice Italy
Venetian Legends and Ghost Stories A guide to the places of mystery in VeniceA journey into a fantastic, dark and
magic Venice, through a myriad of Venetian facts and curiosities that are English (US).

6: Venice Events :: Ghosts and Legends
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Venetian Legends and Ghost Stories A Guide To Places Of
Mystery In Venice at www.enganchecubano.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.

7: Legends and Ghosts of Venice | In-Venice
There are stories about the many religious sects that came here to invoke spirits and demons, and there is also a legend
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about the ghost of Luzzo. Luzzo was a famous 16 th century painter who committed suicide in this house because of his
unrequited love for Cecilia, Giorgione's lover.

8: Alberto Toso Fei (Author of Venetian Legends And Ghost Stories)
Welcome to this page where you can relive some stories about legends, mysteries, ghosts and past crimes of the
millennial history of Venice. Choose from the following index the story you most passionate about.

9: Venetian Legends And Ghost Stories: A Guide To Places Of Mystery In Venice by Alberto Toso Fei
Here are the stories of four of the most famous ghosts of Venice. There are ghost walking tours in Venice on which you'll
hear these and other stories of the haunted city. These are affiliate links below, which means I get a little something if
you book one of these tours - but it won't cost you anything extra.
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